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The Extel Survey gathers the views and rankings of international research analysts 
for the world's largest publicly traded companies 

 

JOSU JON IMAZ, BEST OIL & GAS CEO IN EUROPE 
ACCORDING TO RESEARCH ANALYSTS 

 

 Research analysts recognize Repsol's efforts in communication and 
transparency and in particular those of its CEO, Josu Jon Imaz, in the 
company's approach to the markets following the purchase of 
Canadian company Talisman Energy. 

 Imaz heads the rankings for European Oil & Gas CEOs in his first 
appearance in this survey. Repsol was ranked first in the European 
sector in four categories: Best CEO, Best CFO, Best Investor 
Relations Team, and Best Director of Investor Relations. 

 The Extel survey is the most prestigious of its kind and examines the 
relations between publicly traded companies in Europe and their 
investors. 

Repsol was ranked as the top oil & gas company in the 2015 edition of the 
prestigious international Extel Survey in four categories: Best CEO, Best CFO, Best 
Investor Relations Team, and Best Director of Investor Relations. 

Imaz heads the Oil & Gas European CEO rankings in his first appearance in this 
survey. Research analysts recognize Repsol's efforts in communication and 
transparency and in particular those of its CEO, Josu Jon Imaz, in the company's 
approach to the markets following the purchase of the Canadian company Talisman 
Energy. 

The Extel Survey is currently the most comprehensive of its kind, and is one of the 
most highly regarded among research analysts and stock market professionals. It is 
the most prestigious report at the European level, and is considered a benchmark of 
excellence by investors as well as consultants. 

Repsol has this year consolidated the outstanding performance of its investor 
relations as the CFO, Miguel Martínez, and the Investor Relations Team were 
already awarded the highest ratings in the European sector in the previous edition. 
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